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We are one but we are many

Silent Hands Support Inc. 
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The purpose of this annual report is to
inform our donors, members and well-
wishers as to the present status of the
activities. We have included our tasks as
well as our responsibilities here in brief
so that our donors understand the
connections we are making to our TG
(target group): the vulnerable people who
are in need.

It was not easy for us to start and reach
our goals but nothing is impossible if the
dedication and team is strong and
proactive. We are committed to reach our
goals by building strong partnerships with
communities and donors; and now we have
the courage to say that it is possible.

5

OUR OBJECTIVES

WHO WE ARE 
AND WHAT WE DO 

Silent Hands Support Inc. (SHS) is a non-profit
organization registered in Australia, under Reg.
No.INC1800904, ABN:72778890457. It is established in
June 2018 to assist the people who are in need. The
programs of SHS are also designed to support
underprivileged people by providing aid for food,
education, health, homelessness as well as assist
orphans and the ageing population. Our integrated
services across the world help people, support
disadvantaged children and families, financially
empower people with lack of education. On top of that
we assist people with illness and disability and so
on.

Small Steps Can Bring Big Change

Initiate Now !
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MISSION 

Our vision is for SILENT
HANDS SUPPORT INC to become
not just surprisingly
successful in reducing the
poverty and enduring of the
communities in need, yet in
addition turn ‘into a basic
association inside the
HUMANITARIAN AID industry;
to our recipients, donors
and all partners.

VISION OBJECTIVES

The key aspects of Silent Hands Support
Inc. are accountability,
trustworthiness, honesty, and openness
to every person who has invested time,
money, and faith into our organization.
Silent Hands Support Inc. are
accountable to the donors, founders,
volunteers, program recipients, and the
public community. Public confidence is
a factor in the amount of money that
Silent Hands Support Inc. is able to
raise.

Our mission is for SILENT
HANDS SUPPORT INC to make
every effort to unite
humankind through supporting
and helping the world’s
poorest and destitute
communities by responding
rapidly to crises,
undertaking feasible
advancement ventures to
break cycles of endemic
poverty.
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE FOUNDER/PUBLIC OFFICER 

In June 2018 we started our journey to help people, support disadvantaged
children and families, empower people with a lack of education, and assist
people with illness and disability, and many more. Above all, ending poverty
upholds dignity. That time we thought that if we could help even only one
person, our initiative would be successful. Alhamdulillah, today we have been
able to put a smile on the faces of thousands of people. We hope to extend
this helping hand to millions of people in the near future, Insha’Allah as we
did in the last three years.

This third issue of our annual report, celebrates the fantastic, ongoing
support which you have provided to make our work possible. We include
stories of programs that focus on the helpless people so that people may live
in dignity and the future generations inherit a world full of humanity.

Many thanks to the almighty Allah for this achievement today. And we
dedicate these things to all our supporters, well-wishers, donors, mentors,
volunteers and everyone else. May Allah grant us and give the best reward to
every one of us in this world and the hereafter.

As we approach our third year of our steps, Silent Hands Support Inc.
prepares for another year to support the people in need and we are
publishing an annual report of our activities that we tried to acknowledge for
the society we work for. As all of us have a congenital tendency to celebrate
any special moment with our families and loved ones. Just as we think, this
wonderful moment is for all of our loved ones, those who are our donors,
well-wishers, volunteers and service recipients. Because we believe that we
are all a family in the basic sense of humanity. We want to share the moment
with everyone equally who supported us in many ways.

Tahamina Ahammed Tania
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Silent Hands Support Inc. (SHS) is a non-profit organization with a 3 plus
year history of providing valued and successful services to people from
poor, helpless and disadvantaged backgrounds.

Our mission is for SILENT HANDS SUPPORT to make every effort to unite
humankind through supporting and helping the world's poorest and
destitute communities by responding rapidly to crises, undertaking feasible
advancement ventures to break cycles of endemic poverty.

25th of June 2021, we celebrated 3 years of SHSINC. It was a wonderful
opportunity to relive our founding and all the great things accomplished by
our friends, donors, nonprofits and staff of the Silent Hands Support Inc and
the key aspects of Silent Hands Support are accountability, trustworthiness,
honest and openness to every person who has invested time , money and
faith into our organization. We thank everyone who has been part of our
success. We couldn’t have done it without you.

It’s a new year, a new hope, and we are excited to begin in 2021 with a new
strategic plan. Although the world is now plagued by the epidemic of
COVID-19, we have tried our best and will continue to serve the poor,
helpless and unprivileged community around the world , In Sha Allah. Those
who participated helped clarify with us and to share your valued input, we
are sincerely grateful to everyone . May Allah (SWT) bless you all.

MESSAGE FROM 
The Chairman

Sharif Mohammad
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Community services are what it sounds
like: services you do for the benefit of
your community. If that sounds a bit too
broad, it's because - public service can
take on many different forms because
there is SO MUCH you can do to help
people in your area. Our Care Project is
for the people who are unable to do
their treatment and are suffering in their
daily life.

However, we were wondering where to
start and we started and we supported
154 people under our Care Project. We
have supported only a few people in
the community but there are many who
need our support and Silent Hands
Support is committed to stand beside
the people in need under our activities -

Treatment, Medical Camp, Need
Based, and Wheelchair.

Care 
Project  TreatmentWheel Chair Need Based Medical Camp

Project Completed People Benefitted

15411
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Food 
Project 
In the first year of the coronavirus epidemic, 38
million people went hungry. Poverty is one of the
factors that affect a person's ability to get enough
food to meet his or her needs. But up to two-thirds
of the world's poorest people have an income
beyond the poverty line.

Food is one of our basic needs. And yet, for more
than 800 million people, food insecurity remains a
daily problem. While high-quality poverty
alleviation programs do exist, the most effective,
fast-paced solutions are sometimes found at the
community level, where neighbors directly assist
neighbors.

We have compiled four different food projects that
transform communities by feeding the hungry,
educating people about healthy eating and food
justice issues, and giving people the opportunity to
grow their interest to have nutritious food. Silent
Hands Support not only feeds the people but also
aware people to support each other.

One Meal Eid Food PackFitra & Qurban

Project Completed People Benefitted

45304105

73 Meals 2709 Family 1000 Family 819 Family

Ramadan Food Pack
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Emergency 
Support
Most of us in the developed country have incredibly
fortunate lives compared to the rest of the world.
While we have worked hard for what we have, we
must recognize that there are many people in the
world who have also worked hard without the same
results. Indeed, we have benefited greatly from the
collective acts of many of those who came before
us.

There are many people in the rest of the world who
are incredibly poor. Many starve to death due to
natural disasters, storms, and diseases. Many more
are chronically hungry. Many men, women and
children have no opportunity to improve their lives.
The reality for them is that there is no economic
opportunity, no system or nation in place for them to
succeed. This is no fault of their own. It is simply a
result of being born into the wrong circumstances.

By our collective effort of Silent Hands Support, we
aim to support those people who are unfortunate
and affected by natural disasters and diseases.

Storm Flood  Pandemic

Project Completed People Benefitted

665001
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Special Aid
Project Clean Water Employment  Shelter

Our mission is to help these people who are
extremely under the poverty line and even cannot
lead a common life in arranging their own shelter,
job, clean water, and sanitation. In the short term,
people need economic opportunities to improve their
financial situations. We support these people by
providing funds for them to start a small business or
a trade or a career or a home or installing tube-wells
which will bring them a steady stream of income.

Our Special Aid Projects aim to target people who
need our long term support, we raise the fund from
our donors and work to make their life better. In our
society, challenges are everywhere for few people
and they cannot manage in a short period. We
believe in sharing our portion with these under-
privileged people and we do.

In summary, we believe that education and economic
opportunity are the pillars of prosperity. It is our
mission being a not for profit organization, to help
spread the good fortune some of us have to those
without any.

Zakat

Project Completed People Benefitted

195893
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YOUR
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Life Changing 
Platform

Elderly 
Allowance  Sponsor Child  Sponsor 

Orphanage Rising Star   

Project Completed People Benefitted

39950

Silent Hands Support volunteers are finding ways to support
the grassroots community and focus to work on improving
people, encouraging young and talented people, and
responding to emergencies across the nation. Our work is
made possible by donors and our well wishers.

In Long term, however, our community/system/nation/world
needs an educated populace. Education is the key to long-
term prosperity and will bring economic opportunity to future
generations. Accordingly, those who benefit from our
organization must vow to educate their children and stress
the importance of strong performance in school to them.
Finally, for those who manage to work their way out of
poverty, we will ask that they spread this good fortune to
others if they are able.

At the same time we should respect our elder people who
are handicapped and struggle to even manage their food in
this age. We aim to bring a positive change to their lives
which are positive and support a healthy future for them. To
us, supporting people from different ages means a lot - we
want to bring smiles to their faces. Our activities under “Life
Changing Platform” support the development of the
community.
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Social Support 

Training Institute  Mosque & Madrasa  Winter Appeal  Cloth Distribution  Society School Old Age Home 

Project Completed People Benefitted

1513726
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$ 6
Price of this Smile

Donate a blanket

Winter Appeal 
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Donate Here
Australia

Silent Hands Support 
National Australia Bank 

BSB: 082124 
ACC NO: 766634920 

SWIFT CODE: NATAAU3302S

Bangladesh
Silent Hands Support Society

A/C No: 04936000148 
Bank Asia Limited 

PALTAN BRANCH, Dhaka

PayPal: info.silent.hands@gmail.com

Bkash: 01613397176 (Personal)
https://silenthandssupport.org/donation-page/

https://silenthandssupport.org/donation-page/


facebook.com/SHSAU2019
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2/14 Prairie Vale Road
BanksTown
NSW-2200
Australia.

Silent Hands Support 

+61 287614710, +61 402789535

info@silenthandssupport.org
Info.silent.hands@gmail.com

www. silenthandssupport.org

Company Registration number: INC1800904, ABN:72778890457 (Australia)  
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